
MONDAYS: 

10-10:50am-  

OPTION 1: Biology/Life Sciences  Ages: 3-9  

Study a different type of living organism (plant or animal), or category of life science 

each day. Examples could be dissecting owl pellets, doing plant experiments, classify 

animals, sketching animal habitats on a nature walk. 

 

OPTION 2: Baking    Ages: 8+ 

Cookies, cupcakes, banana bread and more. Learn baking skills while having fun and 

enjoying yummy food. 

 

OPTION 3: Chemistry  Ages: 11+ 

Explore, learn, play with, and discover chemistry with an expert.  

 

FREE PLAY OPTION          Ages: All Ages 

Games, Activities and Free Play outside or inside are always available! 

 

11-12pm LUNCH 

 

12-12:50pm- 

OPTION 1: Natural Building          Ages: All ages 

Let's build a cob bench in our nature playscape! We could start with foundation and 

then use cob (clay, sand, straw, water) mixture and then add our own decorative tiles 

and mosaic designs in as we build a unique, interactive bench. 

 

OPTION 2: Young Musicians     Ages: 3-9 

Location: Upstairs/Outside  

Dance, stories, and play music together!  

 

OPTION 3: Mock Trial           Ages: 11+ 

Booker T. Wolf has been accused of murdering the two pig brothers in this mock trial 

designed to help students gain an understanding the ins and outs of court procedures. 

Hand out roles to each member of your class, either as a part of the court process, a 

witness or a juror and let your class decide. Is he innocent or guilty? Throughout the 

case, students will role play each specific part of the trial, learning how courts operate 

and juries decide their rulings. 

 

FREE PLAY OPTION          Ages: All Ages 

Games, Activities and Free Play outside or inside are always available! 



1-1:50pm-  

OPTION 1: Minecraft         Ages: 5+ 

Let's play Minecraft together! We could do build challenges or just show each other our 

different worlds and share how we do things to expand our knowledge of the game. 

 

OPTION 2: Active Play          Ages: All ages 

Let's get moving with scooters, bball, team and cooperative outdoor games and 

activities.  A new way to move and play outside each week 

 

OPTION 3: Playwrights through the ages         Ages: 11+ 

Each class we will look at a different playwright throughout history and talk about 

drama has developed and changed over time. We will then act out a scene from one of 

that playwrights most famous plays. 

 

FREE PLAY OPTION          Ages: All Ages 

Games, Activities and Free Play outside or inside are always available! 

 

 

 

 

 

  



WEDNESDAYS: 

10-10:50am-  

OPTION 1: The Numbers Games              Ages: 3-9 

Have fun with Math, Logic, and Game Theory. We'll introduce a few awesome 

maths/logic/coding concepts, play games, and challenge ourselves with Math puzzles. 

 

OPTION 2: LabCraft Wizards             Ages: 8+ 

Magical Projects and Experiments...like making an 'enchanted hourglass' , sculpted 

magic wand and even a dancing candle. 

 

FREE PLAY OPTION          Ages: All Ages 

Games, Activities and Free Play outside or inside are always available! 

 

11-12pm- LUNCH 

 

12-12:50pm-  

OPTION 1: Natural Building          Ages: All Ages 

Let's build a cob bench in our nature playscape! We could start with foundation and 

then use cob (clay, sand, straw, water) mixture and then add our own decorative tiles 

and mosaic designs in as we build a unique, interactive bench. 

 

OPTION 2: Arts and Artists     Ages: All Ages 

Painting, fairy houses, sculpture, art appreciation.  Explore a new topic every week 

 

FREE PLAY OPTION          Ages: All Ages 

Games, Activities and Free Play outside or inside are always available! 

 

1-1:50pm- 

OPTION 1: Bookmaking Workshop                Ages:  All Ages 

Each kid draws and writes a book to put together over the 6 weeks based on a topic of 

their choice. Older kids will learn about drafts and outlines in addition to creating a 

finished product. 

 

OPTION 2: Improv              Ages: 6-9 

 Learn the art of the improv.  Practice, learn techniques, and perform with friends! 

 

FREE PLAY OPTION          Ages: All Ages 

Games, Activities and Free Play outside or inside are always available! 

 


